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ENVISION
Who You Wanna Be Tonight

 
ENHANCE

Your Style Personality with Easy
Grid Graphic

 
 EMBRACE

Want it!...Work It!...
&

Be Anyone You Wanna Be Tonight!





FIND YOUR FASHION PERSONALITY
 

● FOLLOW GRID TO COMPLETE THAT
STYLE

 
● ADD IN YOUR OWN WARDROBE

STAPLES
 

● 5 STYLE ELEMENTS, WARDROBE
STAPLES,HAIR, JEWELRY, MAKEUP

 
● ADD SKINCARE ROUTINE

 
● COMPLETE, EASY STYLE STRATEGY

 
● EMBRACE OTHER STYLES,AND BE
ANYONE YOU WANNA BE TONIGHT!!



GODDESS
 
● The goddess style exemplifies personalities such as Kim Kardashian. Her
personality embraces everything sensual from how she talks, to what she
wears, how she thinks, and who she really is. She's a free spirit in every
sense of the word.
 
● Her fashion style will include long and short flowy dresses and blouses,
one shoulder, and off the shoulder styles, gladiator sandals, and shimmer
flats.
 
● Her basic wardrobe elements should be:
 
1. 2 flowing dresses with feminine design, and possibly floral prints, 1
shorter version or day and one longer elegant version for evening.
2. 4 blouses,1 one off the shoulder, 1 with elastic top that can be worn on or
off the shoulder, 1 strapless blouse, and one toga style wrap blouse.
3. One good fitting pair of skinny jeans
4. 2 pair of leggings, one with a smaller floral print, and one with a larger
floral print
5. 1 pair of gladiator sandals that provide some sort of bling or feminine
feature, such as rhinestones or sequins.
6. 2 pair of kitten heels, preferably gold with some kind of silver or gold
bling. 1 casual style for day and 1 dressier version for evening.
7. 2 pair of palazzo pants; the long flowy ones that are in style right now,
Try to find ones that have a Greek or exotic design. A feminine style would
also work well.
8. 2 pair of ballet flats that have some sort of metallic or shimmer finish
 or detail
9. A few tank tops in various feminine colors that will enhance other
wardrobe elements.
10. A wrap style coat true to the goddess style, or any of the long flowy
sweater type wraps work very well for this style
 



 ● Jewelry pieces should include more gold and silver, dainty chains, “Y”
chain necklaces and definitely an arm bracelet or two that is so true to the
goddess style.
Dangling earrings or large hoops are a must.
 
● Hairstyles should include natural waves, beach curls, or anything long and
flowy. Braids of any kind are a must for this style profile. Hair accessories,
headbands, flowers, and floppy hats.

Goddess Continued



NATURAL
 
● This personal style profile is associated with the girl next door. She loves all
things minimal, and is simplistic in her outfit choices, as well as hair and 
make-up.
● She loves basic fashion styles and neutral colors. Her outfit choices might
 include jeans and T-shirts, simple dresses, and comfortable shoes.
● Jewelry should be simple, but interesting. Dainty chains in either silver or gold,
charms, little bobble or post earrings, medium size hoop also.
● Basics elements to her wardrobe should be:
1. 3 Pair of blue jeans: 1 pair of skinny jeans, 1 pair relaxed fit, and 1 pair of capris
2. 5 T-shits: 2 graphic T’s, with favorite designs or colors, 2 neutral colors that
coordinate well with everything else in wardrobe, and 1 basic white T-shirt.
3. 2 Pair comfortable dresses, 1 basic style and cut for evening, and 1 simple dress
in a neutral color, or simple pattern.
4. 2 pair flats: 1 neutral color that coordinates with other items in wardrobe, and 1
dressier flat.
5. 1 good, high quality tennis shoe
6. 2 belts:, 1 casual style and neutral color, and 1 dressier belt for evening outfits.
7. 1 good quality handbag in neutral color
8. 4 tank tops in neutral colors that coordinate with other items in wardrobe
9. 1 suit (either pantsuit or skirt) that can be disassembled to make other outfits
10. 1 lightweight jacket in simple cut and style, that can be worn in more than one
season of year
11. 1 classic style coat with a simple cut
 
 



BIKER BABE
 
● This style personality is not for the faint of heart. She carries herself with a
 “take no prisoners” approach to life in general. Her style choices reflect the
 “bad girl” image.
 
● The rockstar PINK embraces this style perfectly. She is bold in her wardrobe
choices, and borders on the “Goth” style.
 
● Her clothing choices might include: lots of leather, especially vests, holey
 jeans, ripped T-shirts, and biker boots.
 
● Her basic wardrobe elements are:
 
1. 2 pair blue jeans, 1 ripped and frayed, 1 pair skinny jeans
 
2. 4 T-shirts: 1 ripped down neck center, 2 graphic T’s with skulls or crosses,
 and 1 basic neutral that coordinates with other wardrobe pieces
 
3. 1 quality pair commando or biker style boots (yes, even in summer)
 
4. Dresses are not the norm, but if she had to choose, it would be the vixen
 style to make a statement. In black, of course.
 
5. Cargo pants are a possibility, depending on her likes, but if chosen, they 
need to be a neutral color to coordinate with other wardrobe pieces.
 
6. A black leather jacket, worn in any season
 
7. 3 basic tank tops:, 1 white, 1 neutral color, and one “pop” color
 
 



● Jewelry should include lots of bold chains, and statement pieces, crosses
and skulls, or other “goth” style symbols.
 
● Hair should be straight or pulled up, either in a ponytail or braid.
 
● Make-up techniques would be dark black eye-liner, and bold lips

Biker Babe Continued...



 
DIVA
 
● This style profile has the personality and style of Fergie. She is always on trend,
wearing the latest hot pieces that make her style stand out!
● Sometimes wearing more than one trendy piece, she always coordinates them
perfectly, making her own fashion statement. She is non-traditional, EDGY
● Her basic wardrobe elements should be:
1. 4 T-shirts, or blouses in bright “pop” color, and edgy prints
2. One well fitting pair of skinny jeans
3. One pair of khaki cargo capris
4. A few well chosen “pop” accessories, such as a hat, belt, or shoe
5. 3 tank tops in bright or patterned colors that coordinate with other wardrobe
elements.
6. A lightweight jacket with pockets, rings, or graphics
7. Wardrobe add-on’s, like leggings, basic white T-shirts, and trendy flip-flops
8. One stylish mini-skirt in a trendy pattern, worn with or without leggings
9. One pair tennis shoes, like Converse, that have a bright color or pattern
10. At least 2 dresses, one “on trend” style for day, and a simpler version for
 evening.
11. A stylish coat that has either a simple cut, and neutral color, or edgy design
● Hairstyles should include any of the latest cuts and styles, one being strands of
“pop” colors
● Jewelry should be bright, bold statement pieces that are “on trend” at the
 moment. Lots of accessories, like scarves, vests, hats, and personal choice pieces



BOMBSHELL
 
● This fashion personality has the style of Marilyn Monroe, and embraces the
word sexy. Her outfit choices are tasteful, but always sexy.
● Outfits are always showcasing cleavage, a thigh peep, or various body parts.
● Wardrobe basic elements are:
1. 2 halter dresses, one flirty and flowing for day, and one classy version for
evening, maybe with a thigh slit.
2. 1 tight fitting pair of skinny jeans, and 1 trendier blue jean
3. 3 low-cut tops, or blouses in various colors, usually black, red, or pink
4. 2 classy high heels, 1 basic pump style for day, and 1 sparkly style for
evening, detailed with crystals or rhinestones.
5. 1 wrap style dress for casual weekends
6. A lightweight jacket that is worn in for than one season, cropped, and tight-
fitting.
7. A wrap coat in neutral color like black
8. 1 jumpsuit with a sexy flowing style, preferably in a halter
9. 1 pair palazzo pants with a sexy, bold print
10. 3 basic tank tops in coordinating colors that work well with wardrobe
● Hairstyles should include: “BIG” hair, sexy straight, or loose beach waves,
and a classy up-do.
● Jewelry accessories should include lots a bangles, bold statement pieces, and
choker styles.



CLASSIC
 
● This style profile carried the personality of Reese Witherspoon. Her look is
 always timeless and elegant. She carries her style with class and a poised
look.
 
● This style could also be described as the “business” look. The woman who
 carries this style profile, has a look that is crisp and clean, with a no
nonsense approach.
 
● Her wardrobe basic essentials are:
 
1. 2 suits with a clean cut, and timeless design (versatile when separated)
colors are either black or navy, and white or cream, depending on your color
analysis.
 
2. 2 dresses with a simple design and form-fitting. A sheath style in a neutral
 color for day, and the classic “little black dress” for evening.
 
3. 1 good pair of skinny jeans, and one relaxed fit pair of blue jeans
 
4. 2 sweater sets (which are also versatile when separated), 1 in a
 spring-summer color of choice, and one in a darker color for fall-winter.
 
5. A classic coat, such as a trench coat, or sailor style with double breasted
buttons.
 
6. 2 separate blazers in neutral colors that coordinate with other wardrobe
 pieces
 
7. Various tank tops, in seasonal colors
 
8. 2 classic style T-shirts with simple cuts and designs
.



Classic Continued...

● Hairstyles should include traditional cuts and styles, well- groomed
straight styles, but mostly the up-do, either with side sweeps, or not.
 
● Jewelry should include: A classic set of pearls, a set of silver bangles, and
classic design gold or silver necklaces.
 
● Make-up should be minimal for the day, with a classic red lipstick. Evening
should be the same, with a little more eye make-up added.



SPORTY
 
● This style carries the personality of Kate Hudson. She always dresses
comfortable, energetic, and fun. This can also be called the athletic style.
● This style embodies the person who wants to be fun, and fit. Or at least
look
 like it! She is more focused on comfort, but likes to be stylish in the
process.
● Her basic wardrobe elements are:
1. 3 cute, stylish workout outfits, capri leggings, and sport bra type tops,
that coordinate with each other so when separated, make more outfit
choices
2. 2 well- fitting sweat suits that compliment your body style. (no slouchy
sweats, PLEASE!)1 for spring/summer season, and 1 for fall/winter
3. 1 comfortable, athletic shoe that coordinates in color with other outfits
4. 1 well-fitting pair of skinny jeans
5. 4 T-shirts, 2 graphic or athletic ones, 1 basic white, and 1 in the “pop”
color of your choice
6. 1 cute, stylish pair of flip-flops, preferably not the cheap kind
7. 1 puffy coat in a neutral color or white, that embodies the snow bunny
person
● Hairstyles should include a ponytail, of course, one that keeps the hair
back because you
are so busy, and energetic. A stylish hat is another option.
● Jewelry is minimal with very little worn, maybe post earrings, and a
dainty chain.
● Make-up is minimal also, or very little in natural style



 
Take the STRESS out of getting

dressed!
 

When all the elements of
 BEAUTY, FASHION, LIFESTYLE

 all come together…
 

It's FUN, EASY & EDGY!
Playing "DRESS-UP" never ends!

 
 Let me EMPOWER YOU to be…

"ANYONE YOU WANNA BE TONIGHT!



Ladies,
I hope you have enjoyed your 
FREE E-Book! I wanted to share my love
of fashion, and hope it inspired you to
"play" a little. 
 
Kimsbeautybizz.com has lots of amazing
blog posts, how-to
videos, insider beauty secrets
available to you! Find Me on Instagram,
You-Tube, Facebook
and Pinterest.
 
Thank You!
For Your Support
Much Love,
                    Kim
 
P.S. Boho Goddess & Bombshell are my
favorite Style Personalities!
 
 


